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The Club celebrated its 120th Anniversary in 

June with a special regatta held on Inverleith 

Pond.

The weather forecast for the day promised 

overcast, clearing to sunny spells by mid-day 

with a 12-15 mph ENE wind.  All in all not 

too bad given our usual luck with weather 

patterns!  Setting up all the gear started at 9 

am and it took two trailer loads to get it all 

down to the pond side where upon our team 

of volunteers got stuck into erecting and 

setting up.  By 10:30 all the main bits were in 

place and competitors had started to arrive. 

Sadly we didn’t quite manage to get the large 

trolleys into action - they had to come, under 

manual power, from the local Waitrose store 

and, as a result, bodies were needed to help 

transport boats. For those arriving before the 

public arrived, we managed to get cars onto the 

pond side for offloading. The remainder took 

advantage of the Broughton High School car 

park that provided off-road parking.

By around 11.30 we had 79 boats registered 

and on display, 35 of which were yachts 

and the remaining number were scale boats 

including 5 submarines! We do know of a 

further 10 boats that were on display, but their 

owners did not register, so the total count was 

at least 89 - somewhat of a record I think!

To further emphasise the connection 

between our show and the Tree Fest that was 

also running, Roddy Castle had on display a 

diorama of ’ a ‘Fifie’ under construction (all 

hand made) and a beautiful carving of a sea 

otter (the animal) both of which could have 

been sold many times over during the day!

We had visitors from Ayr MBC, Lochore 

MBC, Dundee. Glasgow, Richmond MRC and 

Inverleith MYC - 120 years

of course a strong contingent from Levenhall 

RYC, topped up by 23 of our own Club 

members.

Sadly the promised wind strength was never 

achieved and the eagerly looked for IOM race 

really struggled in light and variable wind.  

Several attempts at an all-class yacht race also 

suffered from little wind.  Sandy McLaren our 

wind power Steward was a very frustrated man 

I fear.  Nevertheless, it was a fine sight, and one 

which has not been seen on Inverleith for many 

a year.

We had laid out a simple set of dock and 

buoy obstacles for the scale boats to work with 

and these certainly proved interesting to the 

younger members using two barges set up for 

tug lowing.  Most folk got fair shares of the 

available RC frequencies, although we did have 

a couple of ‘missing’ colours on the control 

board with no-one prepared to admit to having 

them!  Magically they had re-appeared by the 

end of the afternoon.

The show proved a great attraction to 

members of the public with a steady stream of 
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Inverleith MYC - 120 years continued

Nigel Coates’s “Seehund” submarine stalks the catamaran of Dane Ashby

folk throughout the day with a total in excess 

of 2500 staying for longer than 15 minutes at 

the pond side.  There were very many ‘group 

consultations’ with interested people and 

my thanks must go to the boat owners for 

their courtesy in dealing with enquiries.  As 

an example we had a young lady who had 

acquired the hull of a small pond yacht and 

was seeking advice on whether to and how 

to restore it - step forward Chris Mackenzie 

‘! Well done that man.  We also had large 

numbers of youngsters, all keen to have a go 

and. even with limited vessels available, most 

of them managed to get some hands on!  The 

Dickie tug donated by Marionville Models did 

sterling work throughout and finally ran out of 

battery power at around 3.15.  We shall have to 

procure at least a couple more battery packs!!

Nigel Coates acquired a tribe of youngsters 

(and quite a few adults) that followed 

him around as his “Seehund” submarine 

manoeuvred around the pond, even doing duty 

as a recovery vessel for boats that ‘were out 

of control’ and narrowly missing a collision 

with the catamaran which was fortunately 

nimble enough to take avoiding action.  I’m 

certain that’s not what the sub was intended 

for. but it worked very well just the same.  We 

even managed to have an engine room fire 

courtesy of Jimmy Lamb - whoops of delight 

from the public who failed to realise it was 

NOT a deliberate demo but a rather expensive 

‘incident’.  Don Sowden was commissioned to 

tow it away for a major refit using his pusher 

tug “Pirouette”.

A very good and successful! day finished. 

somewhat reluctantly at 5 pm with most folk 

winding up from 4.30 onward, although Dane 

Ashby (I.RYC) was still sailing his cat when 

we all left (appears he had discovered some 

wind!!).

Report by Iain Moffatt, Edinburgh MBC


